Structural changes and cell viability of cultured epithelium after freezing storage.
Numerous clinical reports have shown the utility of cultured epithelial grafting in the field of plastic and reconstruction surgery. Recently, freezing storage of the cultured epithelium has been tried and has successfully grafted after thawing. It is clinically convenient if it is possible for cultured epithelium to keep its normal structure and viability. However, few papers have described the structural changes in cultured epithelium after freezing storage. In the present study, the morphological changes and cell viability of cultured mucosal epithelial sheets after freezing were studied in comparison with cultured epidermal sheets. Furthermore, we discuss the effect of storage temperature and cryoprotectants. As a result, there were some structural changes such as vacuolar degeneration in the cultured mucosal sheets using dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) as a cryoprotectant. Such changes were more clearly observed at -80 degrees C than at -196 degrees C with DMSO. However, little morphological change was observed in both epithelial sheets cultured with glycerin. The cell viability analysed by flow cytometry showed that more than 62% of the cells kept their viability after freezing storage. These results suggest that the optimum conditions of freezing for cultured epithelium were -196 degrees C storage by slow cooling methods with glycerin as a cryoprotectant.